
Mid-Level                           E-Learning

Must do daily activities

1) Read for 15 minutes (a book, articles on your phone, a text/snapchat conversation with a friend).
2) Complete 30 minutes of physical activity, journal it. ( Work out videos on You Tube or Google
Classroom)
Complete two items from each column. Cross them off when you're done.

Phy Ed/ Health Math Science English Social Studies
Go outside and use
objects from
nature to make a
sculpture

Math Packet-Try to get at
least 2 sections done per
day

Digital Option:
What you need to do:
•        Perform two
experiments per week.
•        Video record or take
pictures to document each
experiment and save them on
a device (phone, computer,
camera, etc.)
•        Make a slide show it
reflect  on the experiment.

Daily Writing: pick a prompt
and write a paragraph
response 5-7 sentences.
Practice Making inferences
packet

Use media to either read,
watch or listen to news.
Create 3 paragraphs
about what 3 countries on
3 different continents are
doing to combat COVID
19.

Create a food journal, journal
3-5 days a week what you are
eating, what food groups it is,
and how you feel after you
have finished eating.

Option 2: Go on Google
Classroom and do the
questions and video that is
designated for your class

Common Lit Letters from
Wilbur Wright. Read letters
and do the accompanied
independent work.

Using blank paper create
a map of your community.
Make sure to use
absolute location (latitude,
longitude) and relative
location familar
landmarks.

Fitness worksheet (Hard
Copy)

Go to a virtual tour of a
museum and tour. Go to
google docs and write two
paragraphs about which
exhibits were your favorites
and two things that you
learned.

Common Lit Michael Jordan
Profile in Failure Packet .
Read the story and do the
accompanied independent
work.

Newsela article: Tokyo
Summer Olympics
postponed until 2021 due
to coronavirus.  Read
article due 4 question
quiz.  Use 1 of the
included reflection sheets
tor respond.

*Google Classroom*-Ted
Talk Reflection 1

work on ALC packets and
finish what you have

Required: do 15 minutes of
reading for enjoyment. Based
on your reading, complete one
of the following: -I'm surprised
that... -I wonder... -I'd like to
know...

Write a 2 paragraph
journal entry if you were a
historical character.  How
are you being impacted
not getting to go to school
or having to limit your
movement around the
community.


